NK cells interactions with dendritic cells shape innate and adaptive immunity.
While natural killer (NK) cells received their name from their ability to mediate spontaneous cytotoxicity, it has recently become clear that they require activation to target most transformed and infected cells. Dendritic cells (DCs) have been shown to mediate NK cell activation during innate immune responses. Surprisingly, this interaction was recently reported to be required to restrict infections by NK cells, and to take place in secondary lymphoid organs. Here we review these recent studies on NK cell interactions with DCs, discuss the molecular mechanisms underlying the cross-talk between these two innate lymphocyte populations, and out-line how DCs and NK cells synergize to enhance innate immunity against microbes and tumors as well as shape the adaptive immune system. Based on this better understanding, we propose that NK cells should be targeted for their protective functions and as an adjuvant during immunotherapy development.